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Physical process:

In magnetizable (ferromagnetic) materials extremely weak magnetic fi elds are available, also called 
molecular magnets. Without the infl uence of an external magnet fi eld these molecular magnets are 
arranged at random. When applying an external magnetic fi eld, the molecular magnets start arranging. 
As stronger the external magnetic fi eld, as stronger the arrangement of the molecular magnets until 
magnetic saturation is reached. After removing the external magnetic fi eld, this forced formation remains.

Why demagnetizing?
A lot of machined parts have to be absolutely free of magnetism because of their intended use.
If materials or tools are magnetized, there may be negative effects, e.g.: 

• sticking steel chips or grinding dust
• assembly problems
• blow effects which complicate the welding process or lead to faulty weld seams
• sticking parts in collecting tanks or on machine parts
• premature wear of components due to sticking microparticles, e.g. in bearings and gears

Workpieces may become magnetized by:

• transport with lifting magnets or magnetic roller conveyors
• magnetic particle tests
• magnetic clamping fi xtures
• DC welding with high currents
• induction hardening

What happens during the demagnetizing process?

What does the degree of demagnetizing depend on?
The degree of demagnetizing depends on the following factors:

• size, shape and material of the parts to be demagnetized
• distance of the parts to the demagnetizing unit
• distance between the parts
• magnetic condition before demagnetizing and the permissible limit values after demagnetizing
• the speed of the workpiece while moving through the demagnetizing area
• the frequency of the alternating magnetic fi eld

non-magnetic partmagnetic part

The parts are demagnetized by passing them through a strong alternating magnetic fi eld which gradually 
becomes weaker. The alternating fi eld causes a continuous change in magnetization of the molecular 
magnets. If the strength of the magnetic fi eld is gradually reduced, less and less molecular magnets are 
arranged. The strength of the magnetic fi eld is reduced by moving the part slowly and consistently out 
of the alternating fi eld.



Type 215R Roller conveyor type  
 (for very heavy parts)

For detailed information, please refer to our brochures 215, 225.

Linear type - for rod-shaped parts with traversable demagnetizing unit

Table type - the parts are pushed manually through the demagnetizing area
Turntable - the large round part is rotated through the demagnetizing unit

Type 211 Plate-Demagnetizing-Unit Type 221 Tunnel-Demagnetizing-Unit

For detailed information, please refer to our brochures 211, 221.

Wagner Demagnetizing-Units

Plate-Demagnetizing-Units are for separate small parts, tools or measuring devices. The parts are dema-
gnetized by moving them over or through the Demagnetizing-Unit. These units can also be integrated 
into existing conveyor systems.

Wagner Demagnetizing-Systems

Other types: 

It is our pleasure to advise you in selecting the It is our pleasure to advise you in selecting the It is our pleasure to advise you in selecting the 
demagnetizing technology most suitable for you.demagnetizing technology most suitable for you.demagnetizing technology most suitable for you.

Wagner Magnete offer a large range ofWagner Magnete offer a large range ofWagner Magnete offer a large range of
demagnetizing systems. From table versions todemagnetizing systems. From table versions todemagnetizing systems. From table versions to

electronically controlled systems. electronically controlled systems. electronically controlled systems. 

Best demagnetization results are obtained by optimal parameter settings. Belt speed, demagnetizing 
frequency and distance of demagnetizing unit to workpiece are manually adjustable. Therefore, Wagner 
demagnetizing units with conveyor ensure an extremely uniform demagnetizing of workpieces. The unit 
can be used as fully automated system or independent single workplace solution.

Type 215 Conveyor type
 (for all sorts of parts)
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 Wagner Magnete GmbH & Co. KG

Obere Straße 15
D-87751 Heimertingen
Phone: (08335) 980-0 
Fax: (08335) 980-270
www.wagner-magnete.de
e-mail: info@wagner-magnete.de
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